Drug-related problems and factors influencing acceptance of clinical pharmacologists` alerts in a large cohort of neurology inpatients.
Data regarding the prevalence and types of drug-related problems (DRPs) among neurology inpatients is sparse. The objective of this study was to characterise the types of DRPs seen among neurology inpatients and furthermore to study factors affecting the acceptance of clinical pharmacologists' and pharmacists' recommendations for improving drug safety. 1,263 consecutive inpatient cases in a Swiss university hospital neurology unit were assessed for the presence of DRPs over 12 months. Treating neurologists' acceptance of the resulting recommendations was also recorded. Primary outcome measures were types of DRP, recommendations made by clinical pharmacologists and number of recommendations accepted. Factors potentially associated with acceptance were studied using univariate and multivariate generalised estimating equation modelling. Twenty-nine percent of cases demonstrated one or more DRPs. DRPs were the cause of admission in 10 cases (0.8%). In total 494 DRPs were identified and 467 recommendations given, of which 62% were accepted. Factors associated with an increased likelihood of acceptance were prescriptions involving regularly administered drugs (odds ratio [OR] 2.57 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.73-3.80), adverse drug events (OR 2.5; 95% CI 1.29-5.06), known drug side-effect (OR 1.85; 95% CI 1.06-3.22), high-risk drug-drug interactions (OR 3.22; 95% CI 1.07-9.69) and interventions involving changing a drug (OR 2.71; 95% CI 1.17-6.25). Clinical pharmacologists and pharmacists can play an important role in identifying DRPs among neurology inpatients. Their recommendations for optimising medication-safety are most likely to be accepted for regular prescriptions, prescriptions associated with an adverse drug event and high-risk drug combinations.